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NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at the Kaleen clubroom at 7:30 pm on Wednesday 2
June 2021.
We will have a guest speaker at this meeting – Dan Carmody, a former member of CMRCI.
Dan will present on “Australia and the Railways at War and Modelling Military Trains.”
Dan has researched this presentation over many months to ensure his facts and figures are
correct. It will be an interesting in-depth presentation.
Dan is a modeller of South Australian railways and will present this talk at their convention in
July.

===============================================================
THE ACCOMMODATION DILEMMA
Introduction
I realised last Tuesday, that not everyone was present to hear my talk
about what we were doing to ensure that the Club continued to have a
viable Club Room, so I thought I should document why and what we are
doing.

Background
When we signed the Licence Agreement (Lease Agreement) with the Education Department
in 2020 to formalise our use of the current classroom at the School, the term of the lease
was limited to one year. It was understood that the agreement would be extended each year
provided that the School still had space to facilitate our use of the classroom. While it is
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expected that the agreement will be renewed each year the Club will only receive notification
that this will occur at the end of October in the preceding year. This could, in effect, only
give us some three months to find a new venue and move, should our lease be terminated.
Further, in 2020, the School Principal notified us that, due to increasing enrolments at the
School, they were going to refurbish the first floor and, in the process, reclaim the
Photographic Room that we use free-of-charge for the Mentor Group to convert it into a
classroom. There has been a continual increase in student numbers, and it is placing
pressure on classroom accommodation. Every 30 additional students means that the school
has to find one additional classroom. The student increase has been 60 new students in the
past two years with another 30 expected next year. Consequently, the School has had to
find three additional classrooms and next year one of those will be the refurbished
Photographic Room, previously allocated to the Mentor Group.
We have been offered alternate space for the Mentor Group. It is the staff room attached to
the Manual Arts Section, next to our current classroom. Unfortunately, it is about one third
the size of a normal classroom and is, therefore, much too small for the Mentor Group with
its 12 students, six or seven mentors and a full working display layout.
Obviously, the Mentor Group needs its own room within the School if it is going to continue
to conduct its activities. Our Mentor Program started on 24 November 2011 and closely
integrated into the School’s programs. A 2020 Review of the School Programs reported that
the Mentoring Program enhances the School’s Enrich program and provides measurable
assistance to those students involved. The Manager of the Mentor Group provides input into
the student’s end-of-year academic reports, focussing on the Enrich Program.
We definitely do not want to close down the Mentor Group nor restrict it in any way. This
may mean that the Mentor Group take over our Club Room so it can continue, and we will
need to move elsewhere.
What the Committee is trying to do is investigate the options and to see if we can find some
viable alternatives. We want to maintain all our contacts with the School wherever we can,
particularly the Mentor Group, the Expo and, if at all possible, our Club Room. However, we
do need move ahead.
Potential options
We joined the Australian Men’s Shed Association (AMSA) because their aims closely
coincided with our own, particularly in the areas of men’s mental health. This is an area
where we excel, having a chat over a cuppa, discussing how to fix model trains, building
layouts and running model trains together while welcoming new members with open arms.
But let’s be honest, there was an ulterior motive in that AMSA also provided another avenue
to obtaining grants, although just recently they stopped providing money to build a new shed.
Damn.
So, we have started to look around at other options, so far:
a. We are exploring other options with the ACT Education Department
b. We are enlisting the support of our local Federal and Local Government
politicians.
c. We have registered our interest with ACT Property Group to locate an appropriate
vacant space in an ACT Government property.
d. We are meeting with other Men’s Sheds to see if they have space that we could
share.
e. We have written to various property owners, including licenced clubs, in Canberra
to see if they have either spare space on which to build or a potential venue that
we could use.
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f.

We have written to the Snow Foundation to see if there is property near the airport
that might be suitable and available.

Conclusion
We are spreading our feelers pretty wide but so far, we are still in limbo. If anyone has any
contacts or can think of another path we can take, we would welcome any assistance that
we can get.
We haven’t given up hope at the School yet as something may pop up. It is critical that we
have some stability but, as is always the case, so says Phil our Treasurer, money is the
issue – either in building our own Club Room or financing a new place, if and when we get it!

RobertBMorton
President
======================================================================

THE MENTOR PROGRAM REPORT FOR MAY 2021
The weather outside of a morning this past week has been decidedly frosty, BUT progress for
the various small teams in the mentor program at U.C. High School Kaleen has been hotting
up.

The roadway for the Magnorail
overhead highway reached the stage
today where, after testing, the roadbed
was screwed down and given a coat of
clear finish prior to being painted in a
bitumen black colour.
During testing, cars were sighted
moving along the highway in both
directions, all moving smoothly.
Volker has been testing various
methods of mounting the small
magnets to the underside of motor
vehicles, and his results seem to be
working very well.

Testing the Magnorail highway prior
to road painting.
In the carpentry area, legs for the various “fiddle yard” modules have been made more stable
and work will commence shortly on “re-jigging” the curvature and alignment of track so that it
eliminates some of the running problems experienced during Expo 21 in March this year.
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After a familiarisation session last week, the small team installing the servo motors to operate
points on Techtopia modules fitted a further five servo units and actuating wires with minimal
need for supervision. The task has been carried out confidently, competently and with a good
deal of self-pride in their achievement. New skills in the use of drills and a variety of pliers
have been learnt in the process. Servo motor units will be installed on all the points of the lefthand module in the next mentor session.

Securing the servo motor to
its mounting plate for point
operation.

Painting of the HO scale football figures is now complete. This was a very fiddly task that was
carried out with care and persistence. The football ground is moving towards completion, and
the naming of the ground was discussed this week. The area is now fenced off and the entry
façade installed. The lighting for night games is ready for the electricians to install and it should
all look most impressive when complete.
The use of small teams dedicated to specific tasks is paying dividends, and there is minimal
skills loss from week to week. The electronics side, including writing and testing of “sketches”
(the term for Arduino programs) is in abeyance at present, but that facet will be covered
towards the end of June.
Overall, the outlook in the program is positive and progress from week to week is noticeable.

================================================================
TASMANIAN WILES – By John Wishart
Ah yes! Travel broadens the mind we are told. Quite how this happens with an
international blockade in and out, State and Territory borders that slam shut at the slightest
sneeze and all around a raging pestilence with vaccines fighting the good fight, I haven’t
worked out yet. And, of course, there are the more prosaic (down)sides of travel, not rarely
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mentioned; the lightening of the wallet, the impoverishment of the bank balance, the
reddening of the credit card account. But you all know how it goes.
Anyway, regardless I got to travel, not far, but over water all the way to Tasmania to
undertake grandfathering duties with my, so far, one and only grandchild. But what about
trains you ask?
Tasmania does have a working railway system of which I saw precious little except empty
track. While at Ulverstone, between Devonport and Burnie I saw a long, 2000m, train of
bogie container flats hauled by three locos, going in the Burnie direction. Then at
Devonport there was a train of over a dozen bogie cement wagons with locos at both ends at
the cement terminal which is on the opposite side of the river to the ferry terminal. So, in
ten days only two trains but that was better than Victoria and NSW coming back along the
main south and not a train to be seen. But the Tasmanian system which is 3’6” gauge is
well maintained and has continuous welded rail on cement and steel sleepers. It is mainly
single line.
There are a number of good rail museums in Tasmania. The first I got to was the
Tasmanian Transport Museum located in Glenorchy. This is a well set out establishment
with virtually all the exhibits under cover. Each building contains different categories of
railway material so there are sheds for locos – steam and diesel, carriages, freight wagons,
trams and buses. In the bus shed there is a large model railway under construction. The
museum is still rail connected to the main system and offers train rides. I have placed a
book on the museum in the club library which details the exhibits.

Looking into the Museum
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A view across the museum looking back towards where the first photo was taken.
At New Norfolk there is the Derwent Valley Railway which is working towards opening the
line to the Mount Field National Park, about forty kilometres away through some incredible
scenery. The line from New Norfolk to Hobart is still extant and in good condition though it
is not in operational service. The museum occupies the former yard of the New Norfolk
station which is basically a ‘y’ shape with most of the track in situ and full of stock.
Operational stock is under cover but there is an awful lot exposed to the elements. Train
rides are offered within the former station limits.
There is also a large museum, the Dom River Railway Museum, located just outside of
Ulverstone which I did not get to, but it has a lot of exhibits under cover and train rides are
offered down the former Melrose Branch.
Right, now to the modelling side of things. Right up front I did not see one item of
Tasmanian rolling stock of any scale or gauge in my sojourn!
Since my last visit to Tasmania in 2017/18 Hobart has now acquired a real hobby shop.
This McCann’s Model World at 63 Melville Street Hobart, ph. 0362349011. It is a generalist
hobby shop catering for radio control, plastic kits, diorama builders and railways. There is
an extensive selection of scratchbuilding and materials and paints. There was a selection
track, both HO/OO and N gauge and a small collection of British and Australian rolling stock.
In Devonport the Jaycar store had an extensive railway section with a good selection of
Peco points (though no compound points like 3 way, single/double slips) and track. There
was not much in the way of rolling stock but a huge range of paints and scenic materials,
quite a few buildings and a large collection of scratchbuilding materials. Being Jaycar there
was also a large selection of electric thingamajigs.
So, there you are. To be honest I don’t think this trip to Tasmania was particularly mind
broadening on the railway front, but the granddaughter acknowledged me!
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SCHOOL TOILETS
The following information has been sent to us from UCHS Kaleen
Administration:
“We have been informed this week the upgrade of the male and female toilets in the Admin
corridor begins at 1pm Friday 21 May 2021.
As from 12 pm the toilets will be closed and will become an official building site. All staff will
be required to use the staff toilets on the opposite side of the Library. No staff member is
able to enter the Contractors work / building site for any reason.
The janitor will also be zoning off some of the staff room as they will be using that door to
enter and exit the work site. There will be a portion of the floor with black plastic over it to
protect the carpet.
We expect the upgrade to progress without any complications, however traffic in that area
will be inhibited slightly, as will the entry for students and teachers into cooking.
It is anticipated completion will take 6-8 weeks and has been brought forward due to the
Electrical Board upgrade in the next holidays.”

If you have any questions or problems with any aspect, please inform a Committee member.
There is a process in place for handling and advising of any school related concerns, that we
have agreed to follow.
NOTE: The toilets we can use are in the corridor opposite the library on the canteen side.
DO NOT USE the male student toilet in that area. Next to it are a female staff toilet (which
we are able to use) and a door marked “Staff Only”. The latter is the male toilet that we are
authorised to use.
You will need a key to open the doors – they are locked. Our key is located on the hook
over the attendance book – DON’T FORGET TO PUT IT BACK!!!!

Library

Corridor
Ramp down to canteen
area

Male
student
toilet -NOT
FOR US.

Club room this way

Female
staff toilet

Male staff
toilet

And us.

And us.

A rough mud map of where the toilets are located.
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Once upon a time there were three Indians. Two were smart and one was… not so smart.
One day, the first smart Indian went out hunting. He came back with a dead deer.
The not so smart Indian asks “How’d you do it?” The smart one replies, "I followed the deer
tracks, shot the deer, and brought it home." The next day, the next smart Indian goes out.
He comes back with a dead bear.
The not so smart Indian asks once again “How’d you do it?” The smart one replies, "I
followed the bear tracks, shot the bear, and brought it home." Finally, it’s now the not so
smart Indian’s turn to go hunting.
Multiple hours had passed since he left. The smart Indians go out to search for him. They
finally find him, bloodied and on the verge of dying. The smart Indians exclaimed "WHAT
HAPPENED!" The not so smart Indian replies, “Well I… I followed the train tracks, an… and
shot th- the train… bu- but it kept going…”
======================================================================
A COVID REMINDER
Advice from the ACT CoVid-19 Business Advice and Support Service and their advice is that
we do not need to use the Check-in Cbr App. However, we do need to ensure that:
•
•
•
•
•

Our CoVid-19 Safety Plan is displayed;
Members sign-in each time they are at the Club;
Hand disinfectant is available;
Tables and surfaces are wiped down after meetings; and
We maintain the 2m2 spacing where possible.

Please do your bit – for the safety of your colleagues and yourself.
======================================================================
DON’T JUST RIDE IT – DRIVE IT! – By Ron G
A chance meeting in a Woolworths supermarket recently was the catalyst for this story. I
bumped into Warren Backhouse, well known to some of our members, who had been a
member from 1975-1990’s and an Office Bearer of our Club. Warren had been gifted a
steam driving experience in Victoria by his family, and he enjoyed the experience
immensely!

The Victorian Goldfields Railway is
a preserved volunteer-operated
railway that operates on a 27km
railway line between the towns of
Maldon and Castlemaine, with an
intermediate station at Muckleford,
approximately half-way along the
line.
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The railway runs passenger trips for the public on Wednesdays and Sundays, with special
events being held at other times. The railway’s web site mentions “Ales on Rails” and
“Murder on the Orient Express” as examples of special events.
http://www.vgr.com.au/homepage.php
Also offered are “Drive a Steam Train” and “Drive a Diesel Train” experiences. Warren was
able to combine both experiences on the one day! Family members contributed $500 each
to cover the $2,000 cost of the “Experience” day. This allowed Warren to have the driving
experience and 3 family members to accompany him (but in the attached passenger
carriage).
Prior to the event, Warren received some essential reading material that provided
instructions, safety requirements and other information that had to be read, understood &
digested before the big day. The family stayed in accommodation in and near the town of
Maldon, which, at present, is the railway’s base. There are long-term plans to move the base
to Castlemaine for operational and financial reasons.
The “Big Day” was Monday 19thApril 2021, and Warren was up early for his familiarisation
briefing on the locomotive, which was the oil-fired steam locomotive J549, one of several
locos owned by the railway. Briefing of the controls and oiling the moving parts were part of
this important process. Warren was on the loco footplate whilst the driver made up the train
of 5 goods vehicles, including 3 heavy bogie depressed-centre wagons used to carry rail,
plus the passenger car. He was at the controls when the loco backed onto the platform to
collect the 3 passengers + the guard, ready to set off towards Castlemaine under the
instruction of the regular driver.
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Warren and J549 on arrival at Castlemaine.
The railway was operating on staff and ticket procedure, with a small Hi-rail vehicle following
the train to carry out weed-spraying whilst the train operated on the ticket. The Hi-rail vehicle
followed the train in both directions of the trip.
The “Up” trip, with 1 stop at Muckleford, took 1 to 1 ½ hours. Lunch with the crew was taken
once the train stopped at Castlemaine’s Platform 3. Platforms 1 & 2 served the scheduled
Victorian Railways commuter trains travelling to and from Melbourne. On the trip, Warren
was able to anticipate the need to accelerate/decelerate according to the gradient and other
conditions along the line. There are a few road level-crossings that must be negotiated at
10kph and with the required whistle warnings. There are several timber trestle bridges, some
of which have road underpasses. Much of the gradient is 1:40 but Warren says that the loco
handled that very comfortably. He was able to anticipate the regulator settings required and
found that he was competent in “reading the road” as the journey progressed.
After lunch, the loco needed to traverse several sections of track to reach the turntable to
change direction for the “Down” trip back to Maldon. After attaching onto its consist, the train
headed out of Castlemaine, including travelling over a long timber trestle, and passing over
several level crossings.
.
Stopping at Muckleford, the 3 low loader wagons, which were the last three wagons, were
shunted onto a siding as had been requested by society members before continuing to
Maldon. Once there, the loco crew changed to a Y-Class diesel to move the passenger
carriage onto the goods platform and the cattle and sheep wagons onto a separate line.
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Warren at the throttle
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After lunch, the loco needed to traverse several sections of track to reach the turntable to
change direction for the “Down” trip back to Maldon. After attaching onto its consist, the train
headed out of Castlemaine, including travelling over a long timber trestle, and passing over
several level crossings.
.
Stopping at Muckleford, the 3 low loader wagons, which were the last three wagons, were
shunted onto a siding as had been requested by society members before continuing to
Maldon. Once there, the loco crew changed to a Y-Class diesel to move the passenger
carriage onto the goods platform and the cattle and sheep wagons onto a separate line.
Have a look at the quote from a Victorian Goldfields Railway “Drive a Steam Train” brochure,
from their web site: http://www.vgr.com.au/homepage.php
Postscript: Warren mentioned that Ixion Models https://ixionmodels.com/ is planning to
produce the Victorian Railways J Class 2-8-0 locomotive in both coal and oil-burning tender
versions. Any guesses as to who may be ordering one???
(Photos by the Backhouse Family)

FOR SALE – QUEANBEYAN
Due to an acute shortage of space, CMRCI is offering the front section of the Queanbeyan
layout for sale.

Only the front section is for sale – the fiddle yard and connecting tracks will be used on other
layouts. There is no power supply, but the track is Peco 100, and the points are Peco as well.
Point motors are Cobalt.
If you have an interest in inspecting or bidding for this item, please talk to Chris Neil.
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FOR SALE
Andrew McRae has the following items for sale:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roco TEE train consisting of 63738, 64109 and 64110 - $250.
Tillig HO Bahn Double deck carriages – 73775, 73801 and 2x 73802 - $100
Roco Carriages (red)- 45715, 45718 and 45719 - $75
Roco Carriages (Green) – 64497, 64498 and 64499 - $60
Piko ICE 3 set - $100
Roco 62496 – DB110 406-6 - $100
Roco 72499 – ‘Polizei’ 101-060-2 - $100
Fleischmann 408609 - 86-1548-6 -$100

Some representative photos of the items on offer:

If you are interested, please contact Andrew direct on mobile 0406379059 and
email andrewmacrae1@yahoo.com.au

ANY CHANCE OF A LIFT??
Adrian lives in Nicholls and is seeking a lift to and from the clubroom on Tuesdays. If
anyone can help, please speak to Bob or PeterA.
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AROUND THE CLUBROOM

Andy’s CBD
building, complete
with shops,
nightclub,
apartments, a lift,
revolving entry door
and helicopter pad.
And lots of lights.

Ron and Paul giving it
the once over.

Adrian and Juan loading
trains.
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The Biscuit Bandits……….

😁

And congratulations on your 95th birthday, Phil
================================================================
KEYS
CMRCI has received keys for the new security gate and the door of the clubroom. If you are
not a Committee member and require entry to the clubroom outside of normal meeting
hours, please call Bob Morton (0416 066 679) or Noel Lee (0411 193 364). They will assist
your entry. It is suggested that you call them well before you arrive at the clubroom.

================================================================

MEMBERS REGISTER
CMRCI is currently updating the existing members register. The document will be
distributed to Members only.
The register contains your name, address, phone numbers and email address. If you do not
want this information to be available to your colleagues, let the Secretary know ASAP.
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President: Bob Morton
Vice President: Chris Neil
Secretary: Peter Amey
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Danny Henskens, Mal Irving, Noel Lee, Andrew Lund,
Terry Smith, George Watts.
Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart,
Tom Drury, Phil Felstead, Bob Hesse.

JUNE 2021
1 June (Tues)
2 June (Weds)
8 June (Tues)
15 June (Tues)
16 June (Weds)
22 June (Tues)
29 June (Tues)

Continuing work on club layouts
Club Meeting Topic Australian Railways at War - Dan
Carmody
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on Club layouts
Running night – all welcome
Continuing work on Club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts

JULY 2021
6 July (Tues)
7 July (Weds)
13 July (Tues)
20 July (Tues)
21 July (Weds)
27 July (Tues)

Continuing work on Club layouts
Club meeting. Topic TBA
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on Club layouts
Running night – all welcome
Continuing work on Club layouts
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The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.
Located at The University of Canberra High School Kaleen, 104 Baldwin Drive, Kaleen ACT
2617.
See website for further information - www.cmrci.info
Email: cmrcisecpra@gmail.com
Postal address: PO Box 7204, Kaleen ACT 2617
The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Management
Committee.
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